Recently, J.Y. Girard discovered that usual logical connectors such as =~ (implication) could be broken up into more elementary linear connectors. This provided a new linear logic [Girard86] where hypothesis are (in some sense) used once and only once. The most surprising is that all the power of the usual logic can be recovered by means of recursive logical operators (connector "of course").
A sequent calculus for the linear intuitionistic logic
First, we present the elementary part of the linear intuitionistic logic in a 'Gentzen like' formalism [Gentzen] .
The connectors are 1 (tensor unit), ® (tensor product), t (direct unit), & (direct product), 0 (direct zero), @ (direct sum) and -~ (linear implication). Thus there are two different conjunctions (the tensor product and the direct product).
In the following rules A, B, C denote formulas and F, A denote sequences A1, ..., An of formulas. A sequent A1, ..., An b A means that A is a consequent of A1 ® ... ® An.
Structural rules
Fb A A,Ab B A P A (identity) 
Theorem 1 This calculus admits cut elimination: "every proof without hypothesis can be transformed into a cut free proof".
The proof is essentially the same as Gentzen's one (for usual intuitionistic logic). It is even simpler because of the absence of weakening and contraction.
Let us remind that the cut elimination property has very pleazant consequences: the consistency 1 of the system and the subformula property (a cut free proof contains only subformulas of the sequent that it proves). In linear logic, it is impossible to prove A,B ~-A (in a cut free proof, the last rule has to be an exchange ... and you cannot find a beginning for this proof).
One of the notable features of the linear logic is the following distributivity property (A --B means that A ~-B and B ~-A are both provable):
A® (B @C) -CA® B) @ (A ®C)
Of course it is not true if you replace ® by &.
A cut free proof for the left to right sense is:
A~-A B~-B A~'A C~-C A,B~-A®B A,C~-A®C A,B~-(A®B)@(A®C) A,C~-(A®B)@(A®C) A,B@C~ (A®B)@(A®C) A®(BeC) ~ (A®B)@(AGe)
Such a cut free proof is easy to find in a bottom up fashion.
tin our case) the consistency is obvious (it is just a propositional calculus). Moreover there is a very simple translation of the linear logic into the usual one that preserves provability (see section 1.8).
Combinators for the linear logic
Linear combinators are an alternative presentation for the linear logic 2.
A combinator is a "name" for an assertion A --* B (B is consequent of A), where A, B are formulas. In some sense, combinators are more elementary than sequent rules. Sequent proofs are better for the human, but combinators are closer to the machine. The proof is straigthforward. In the following rules, r is cumbersome, but you can push it to the right side using the connector -*:
Sequential combinators
F,A@Bb C
The connector "of course"
The linear constraint is very strong. To recover the expressiveness of Heyting logic, it is necessary to introduce a new connector: ! (read "of course").
More generally, we can enrich the linear logic with inductive and projective connectors, two dual notions that we illustrate in the following sections:
Inductive connectors
Let us construct a "type" of natural numbers in our linear logic. The first solution is a recursive definition (a natural number is zero or the successor of a natural number):
However, this definition does not capture the fact that Nat is the "best" solution of this "equation". In particular, you need recursive definitions to construct usual functions over integers.
A more adequate solution is to introduce explicit combinators:
x:I~X y:X~X zero : 1 ~ Nat succ : Nat --~ Nat nrec x y : Nat --* X Let us give, for example, a (non recursive) definition of the addition:
cl : 1 ® Nat --* Nat lcur cl : 1 --* Nat-*Nat lapp : (Nat-*Nat) ® Nat -+ Nat succ : Nat --* Nat The reader may find the corresponding combinators ...
Projective connectors
If you replace $ by &, you obtain the dual notion of projective connector.
For example the connector ! has the following recursive definition:
As for Nat, we introduce new combinators:
The connector ! is a "trick" to eliminate the linear constraint.
First, !A is a "universal coalgebra" over A:
Proposition 2 The following combinator can be constructed: 
Computation

The evaluation mechanism
Our purpose is to show that the linear logic is well-suited for lazy evaluation (following the philosophy of [Lafont86] ).
Lazy types are:
t A&B 0 A@B A--eB
Values of lazy types are not computed but frozen. A frozen value is made of a constructor and another value, and it is unfrozen by a destructor.
Constructors 
The Linear Abstract Machine
The Linear Abstract Machine is a cousin of the Categorical Abstract Machine [CAM] . But the linear constraint allows a radically different allocation of the memory space.
The memory space is divided into three areas:
• The code area is static (the code doesn't change during the execution) and is organized as a graph.
• The environment area is dynamic with two part: the current tree (or actual environment) and the free list (or memory heap).
s The dump (or stack) is dynamic and linear.
The main point is that the actual environment is organized as a tree 4, and the space allocation is completely provided (no need of garbage collector, see section 5).
As usual, the code is a list of elementary instructions (notations: e :: C denotes the list whose head is e and whose tail is C, [] denotes the empty list and q denotes a constructor). 
Linear
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For the other connectors, the translation is obvious:
Compilation of inductive and projective combinators
There is no specific LAM instruction for inductive and projective combinators. In fact they can be compiled into looping code. 
Memory allocation
Implementations of symbolic (LISP) or functional (NIL) languages need a separate mechanism (the garbage collector) to recover the .memory space used by abandoned pieces of data. Garbage collecting takes time and sometimes place. Moreover, it complicates the implementation ...
In linear logic, the connector corresponding to the management of environment is ® (& is lazy). Thus, projections and pairing don't act on the environment. This allows the environment to be kept in a tree whose nodes are never abandoned or shared.
More precisely, the transitions of the Linear Abstract Machine are left and right linear with respect to the environment (but not to the code). Left linearity is expected for an abstract machine, but right tinearity is rather surprising. Of course, we don't need a garbage collector because nodes are never abandoned.
Compilation of functional languages
We saw in section 3.3 a translation of categorical combinators into linear combinators. But there is a classical translation of functional programs into categorical combinators [CAM,MaSu] . That gives a compilation of functional programs into the Linear Abstract Machine.
Unfortunately, this compilation is not realistic. In fact, a very simple program gives a big piece of code. A symmetric monoidal closed category is a symmetric monoidal category C such that, for every A E C, the functor X ~ X ® A has a right adjoint Y ~ A-*Y. That means:
Finally, a linear category is a symmetric monoidal closed category with finite products and coproducts 5.
c.2 Examples
Of course, a category with finite products (or coproducts) is a monoidal category. Therefore a category with finite products, finite coproducts and exponentials is a linear category 6. Another example is the category TOP of topological spaces. TOP is not cartesian closed but it is a linear category: & is the cartesian product and ~ is the disjoint union. E ® F is E x F with the finest topology that makes sections x ~-~ (x, y) and y ~ (x, y)
continuous. E-*F is the space of continuous maps E -* F with the pointwise convergence topology. 
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